
Lord of the Flies: Chapters Four and Five 
 
Chapter 4:  

 

1. What was the first rhythm of life on the island that the boys became accustomed to?  

2. Using the words: whelming, opalescence, and glittering Describe each of the three phases of a day on 
the island.  
 

3. Why do you suppose Roger follows Henry? Explain using a quote for support.  
 

4. How does Jack change his strategy for hunting pigs? 

5. Why is Piggy considered an outcast? Provide quotes for support.  

6. What is the origin of the smoke on the water? (not Deep Purple)  

7. Why is Ralph so angry when Jack returns with his Hunters?  

8. How do Piggy’s glasses break? 

9. What do the hunter’s chant after killing their first pig? Why do they do this? Explain.   

10. Why does Ralph call an assembly at the end of the chapter?  

 

Chapter 5:  

 

1. What does Ralph realize at the beginning of chapter five? 

2. How has the mood of the story changed in chapter five? Provide a quote or example for support.  

3. Where does Ralph sit during the meeting? Why is this significant?  

4. What happens to Phil in his nightmare outside the shelter? 

5. What is the main point that Ralph wants to get across in the meeting? Does he succeed? Provide 

examples for support.  

6. Who does Piggy wish was on the island with them? Why?  

 

 

 



Journals: Complete one journal for each chapter.  

Chapter 4:  

• How has Piggy been established as a more intellectual boy on the island? Provide examples or quotes 
for support.  
 

Chapter 5: choose 

• Interpret and respond to this quote by the narrator: “He found himself understanding the wearisome of 
life, where every path was an improvisation and a considerable part of one’s waking life was spent 
looking at one’s feet” 

• Chapter five has significant introspection from Ralph. What change is Ralph experiencing? Provide 
quotes or textual evidence for support.  


